
Yellow Mold Instructions - Pet Prints
Please read through entire instructions BEFORE beginning. 
Please follow these instructions closely for molding prints. 

 
Please note this mold compound is safe and non-toxic, but not edible. Please use care when 
molding prints with children and pets. This process should be completed by an adult. Complete 
instructions one print at a time. Each mold is individually packaged. Each individual mold 
contains two parts: yellow and white; 1:1 ratio. 
 
This mold sets up at room temperature. Mold will set slower at cooler temps and faster in 
warmer temps.
 
1. Clean and pat dry pet’s nose or paw before beginning. 

2. Set up mold on a clean, dry, flat surface. (Recommend using a small dish.)

3. START WITH A PEA SIZED AMOUNT TO TEST HOW QUICKLY IT SETS FIRST, then use 
additional mold as directed below. Each container holds enough for about 2 trys per print 
ordered. 

4. Combine yellow and white together with fingers completely. This should be a solid color, no 
white streaks.

5. Roll mixture into a ball, then press down flat to make a ‘pancake’ on a dish with your palm 
before imprinting.

6. Bring the dish with the mold ‘pancake’ to your pet’s nose or paw and gently press and then 
pull directly away without smudging print if possible. 

7. Mold will start to set within 30 seconds.

8. Place your dish with the completed mold in safe area where it will not be touched while it 
sets.

9. Let mold set for at least an hour without being touched to achieve best results and quality 
detail of print.

 
Repeat steps if you have ordered additional prints. Wash hands and pet’s nose or paw when 
finished.
 
• Please place completed mold back in plastic bag provided. Make sure each is individually 

labeled with the name of person who ordered and with initials, short name, or date of your 
choice to be imprinted on the back of your piece.

• Your completed mold will be slightly flexible, so please return in protective bubble wrapping 
provided. (ps... Sending back the empty mold containers also will help us recycle!)

• Mail completed molds to: Laura Hagan, PO Box 95, Higginsville, MO 64037

Please allow 4-6 weeks for your prints to be crafted, unless another time frame has been 
previously discussed. Most importantly, have a fun time creating your molds and making a 
wonderful memory with your loved ones!

Laura Jane
JaneWear.com

*silicone putty - do not eat, keep out of reach of small children. If eye iritation or skin redness occurs, 
wash eyes with plenty of water and affected areas with soap and water*


